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Abstract. Gene flow from crop fields to wild populations produces hybrids that often
differ from their wild counterparts in growth form, phenology, and life history characteristics.
Germination and dormancy dynamics have a strong influence on population persistence,
competitive dynamics, and ultimately, plant fitness. They may also play a role in modifying
crop gene introgression, which has been of primary interest since the release of transgenic
crops. We investigated how seed germination and dormancy were affected by sunflower crop–
wild hybridization in both laboratory and field experiments. Hybridization increased seed
germination and decreased dormancy. Of the nine wild populations we assayed, most of their
hybrids had higher germination than the wilds of the same population. However, absolute
germination levels varied by population and testing environment. Hybrids produced by three
different crop lines differed in germination, and their germination rankings shifted across
populations. Increased germination in hybrids could accelerate crop gene introgression,
provided that hybrids germinate in an appropriate period. Differences in relative germination
of wild and hybrid seed indicated that the effect of germination on introgression will likely
vary by population due, in part, to initial levels of dormancy in the population. Therefore, the
implications of gene flow from crops with novel characteristics or from transgenic crops will
also vary by population.

Key words: crop–wild hybrids; dormancy; gene flow; genetic differentiation; genetic variation;
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INTRODUCTION

Gene flow between differentially adapted plant

populations can result in the production of hybrids that

differ from one or both parents in phenology, growth

form, growth rate, or defense mechanisms. These traits

might be maladaptive or differentially adapted to the

local conditions. Any changes in life history traits that

alter survival and seed production can be expected to

profoundly affect fitness. Gene flow between crop fields

and wild populations provides an example of gene flow

between differentiated populations. Studies of crop–wild

hybrids have documented the ways in which hybrids

differ from their wild counterparts in traits such as

phenology of anthesis (Snow et al. 1998, 2001, Cum-

mings et al. 2002), fecundity (Hauser et al. 1998, Snow et

al. 1998, Song et al. 2004), biomass (Vacher et al. 2004),

pollen fertility (Snow et al. 2001), herbivore resistance

(Cummings et al. 1999, Alexander et al. 2001, Vacher et

al. 2004), disease resistance (Fuchs and Gonsalves 1997,

Spencer and Snow 2001, Burke and Rieseberg 2003),

and herbicide resistance (Massinga et al. 2003).

Germination and dormancy are fundamental to the

plant life cycle, and, therefore, to plant evolution

(Baskin and Baskin 2001 for review). As described in

Baskin and Baskin (2001), germination and dormancy

significantly influence a plant population’s persistence in

unpredictable and extreme environments (Cohen 1968,

Levins 1969), intra- and interspecific competitive dy-

namics (Venable 1989), and the development of fitness
hierarchies within populations (Baskin and Baskin 1972,

Stanton 1985). Changes in germination and dormancy

brought about by hybridization with crop plants could

strongly affect fitness and population evolution. The

dormancy behavior of crop–wild hybrids can be

expected to affect seed bank dynamics (Adler et al.

1993, Landbo and Jorgensen 1997, Linder 1998),

competitive dynamics, fitness within a population, and,

ultimately, crop gene persistence. Especially with the

development of genetically modified crops, understand-

ing how hybridization affects crop gene introgression via

changes in life history traits is essential.

The specific outcome of hybridization may be compli-

cated by details of the genetics of hybridizing crop lines

and wild populations. In many plant species, populations

undergo genetic differentiation and local adaptation with

respect to dormancy and germination characteristics,

among other traits (Cruden 1974, Grant and Antonovics

1978, Jain 1982, Adler et al. 1993, Linhart and Grant

1996 for review). Dormancy experiences strong natural
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selection under certain conditions (Venable and Lawlor

1980, Venable 1989, Rees and Long 1992). Although

crop lines might be expected to vary little in their seed

dormancy due to strong selection for germinability in

breeding programs, varieties or lines could still differ in

their influence on germination. Pleiotropic effects on

germination, such as those induced by differences in fatty

acid composition (Linder and Schmitt 1995), and by

acetolactate synthase inhibitor (ALS) herbicide resist-

ance (Tranel and Wright 2002 for review; Park et al.

2004), might result in variability among crop–wild

hybrids produced by different crop lines.

To investigate the effects of hybridization, wild

population, and crop line on germination and dor-

mancy, we employed annual sunflower (Helianthus

annuus) as a study system. Sunflower was optimal

because the wild and crop seeds are strongly differ-

entiated with regard to dormancy. Wild seed dormancy

postpones germination until the following spring, or

subsequent years, while the crop is bred to produce seeds

that germinate immediately under favorable conditions.

Research indicates some degree of embryo-level control

of sunflower dormancy (Le Page-Degivry et al. 1990), so

crop–wild hybrid seed dormancy would be expected to

be influenced by both parents. Thus, we explored the

germination and dormancy of F1 wild, crop–wild

hybrid, and crop sunflower seeds from a diverse array

of germplasm to understand the differences among these

groups, and how variability among crop lines and

among wild populations influences germination and

dormancy behavior.

We pursued three sets of questions through labo-

ratory and field studies: (1) To what extent does the

proportion of seeds that germinate, remain dormant,

and die vary among wild, crop–wild hybrid, and crop

seeds? (2) How does the proportion of seeds that

germinate vary among wild populations? Do wild

populations vary in wild and crop–wild hybrid seed

germination? (3) To what extent does the crop line used

as a paternal parent influence the germination of F1

crop–wild seeds? Do imidazolinone-resistant (IMI-R)

and sulfonylurea-resistant (SU-R) hybrids have higher

germination?

METHODS

Sunflower germplasm

Wild and crop–wild hybrid sunflower seeds were

produced from hand pollinations in the greenhouse and

field in 2002 (Mercer 2005). Nine wild USDA accessions

(hereafter, populations) from distinct geographical

locations (Table 1) and three inbred crop lines (conven-

tional, IMI-R, and SU-R) were crossed to yield wild

seed from the nine populations as well as 27 crop–wild

hybrid combinations. All seeds were produced on wild

plants, except the self-pollinated crop seed we collected

in the field. Sequential cohorts of seeds were planted as

additional crossing space became available. Thus, seeds

matured under four sets of conditions consisting of two

locations and two timings. This resulted in four seed

sources for our experiments: early and late greenhouse

seed, and early and late field seed. All four seed sources

were used in the laboratory experiment, while only the

late greenhouse and early field seed sources were used in

the field experiment. In neither the laboratory nor the

field experiment were the seed sources and populations

factorially represented (Table 1). Our analyses took

these irregularities into account to resolve the effects of

the seed sources and their interactions with the variables

of interest.

Laboratory study

Sixty seeds from 20 maternal families (three seeds

each) were assembled and bulked for each of 18 cross

types (either wild or conventional hybrids from nine

populations) and replicated, as possible, across the four

different seed sources (Table 1). Seeds were washed in a

10% bleach solution (vol/vol), 20 seeds per plate were

placed onto three 100-mm petri plates, and each plate

was arbitrarily assigned within one of three replications

in a dark, 48C growth chamber. After 25 days of cold

TABLE 1. Cross types used in laboratory (2002) and field (2003) studies of sunflower germination from nine wild populations and
four seed sources.

Origin of wild populations Seed source for laboratory studies Seed source for field studies

Collection
state

USDA PI
number

Latitude
N

Longitude
W

Early
GH

Late
GH

Early
field

Late
field

Late
GH

Early
field

Minnesota 613745 45810 93818’ WC WC WC - - WCIS ...
South Dakota 613721 4581’ 99857’ WC WC WC - - WCIS - -
Wyoming I 586822 44856’ 105825’ WC WC -C - - WCIS - -
Iowa 597898 4385’ 96811’ - - - - WC - - - - WCIS
Wyoming II 586836 4383’ 104815’ - - WC WC WC WCI- WCIS
Idaho 531010 43813’ 112820’ - - WC WC - - WC-S WCIS
North Dakota 586808 47826’ 99820’ - - - - WC WC - - WCIS
Montana 531021 47830’ 115815’ - - - - WC WC - - WCIS
Washington 531018 47831’ 120829’ - - - - WC WC - - WCIS

Notes: Abbreviations: GH, greenhouse; for paternal parents, W, is wild, C is conventional crop–wild hybrid, I is imidazolinone-
resistant crop–wild hybrid, and S is sulfonylurea-resistant crop–wild hybrid. Bolded cross types were analyzed and reported here.
Hyphens represent possible crosses that were not evaluated.
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stratification, plates were arbitrarily assigned positions

in a growth chamber (12 h/12 h, L/D, 258C/158C) in a

complete block design. The seeds that germinated were

counted and discarded every 2 days. After 14 days, a

standard tetrazolium (TZ) viability test was performed

on non-germinated seeds (Delouche et al. 1962) whose

achene and seed coats were removed. Seeds were scored

as either dead or dormant, with decaying seeds scored as

dead. Final counts of the number of germinated,

dormant, or dead seeds were calculated for each dish.

Field study

Three hundred and sixty seeds collected from 15

maternal families (20 seeds each) were assembled and

bulked for each of 36 cross types (from nine maternal

populations and all four paternal parents; Table 1). As

many seeds were also amassed from the three crop lines.

Strips of seed packets were constructed from 0.15 3

1.83 m pieces of no-see-um netting (with a weave of ;20

3 30 and a gauge of 0.015 g) folded in half widthwise

with packet divisions created every 5.1 cm with a hot

glue gun (36 packets per strip). The 18 groups of 20

seeds were then randomly assigned locations within

three replications for each of six removal dates. An

identification tag labeled with the wild population and

paternal parent was enclosed in each packet.

On 6 November 2002, a 2.44 m wide and 25.4 cm deep

trench was dug in an agricultural field at the University

of Minnesota Experiment Station, St. Paul, Minnesota,

USA. The strips of packets were buried under 15.2 cm of

greenhouse soil within hardware cloth cages, built to

deter rodents (see Plate 1). The seed packets were

removed from the ground on six dates during the spring

and summer of 2003: 10 April, 29 April, 13 May, 26

May, 9 June, and 23 June. Upon removal, packets were

scored for the number of seeds in each packet, the

number of germinated seeds, and the number of

obviously dead (decaying) seeds. Viability of non-

germinated seeds was determined through germination

in the laboratory and TZ tests. Final counts of

germinated, dormant, and dead seeds per packet were

calculated. Due to the lack of germination by the 10

April removal date, the field data analyzed here exclude

that first sampling.

Statistical analysis

To investigate the effects of wild population and

paternal parentage on seed germination, dormancy, and

death we used PROC CATMOD (SAS 2002) to perform

maximum-likelihood multinomial regressions on our

laboratory and field data. In all analyses, seed status

(germinated, dormant, and dead) was used as the

multinomial dependent categorical variable, weighted

by the number of seeds in each state per petri dish or

seed packet. Observed probabilities of each state were

calculated for wild and conventional hybrid seeds from

nine populations across the seed sources.

Preliminary analyses performed on subsets of pop-

ulations in both data sets revealed interactions between

seed source and the main effects of interest (wild

population and hybridization), including one significant
three-way interaction (Appendices A and B). However,

in the laboratory data we also found the effects of

hybridization and wild populations were consistently

strong across seed source, with few exceptions (Appen-
dix C). Nevertheless, we focused our analyses of the

laboratory data presented here on the early field seed

source because eight of the nine populations were

represented there, and we analyzed the late greenhouse
and early field-produced seeds separately in the field

data set.

The analysis of the laboratory data from wild and

conventional crop–wild hybrids from eight populations

(excluding Wyoming I) investigated the effects of
replication, wild population, hybridization, and the

interaction between population and hybridization on

seed status.

Two analyses were performed on the field data. The

first analysis employed wild and conventional hybrid

PLATE 1. An example of the hardware cloth cages used in
the field experiment to provide rodent protection for strips of
overwintering wild and crop–wild hybrid sunflower seed
packets. This cage is shown open, prior to burial. Photo credit:
K. Mercer.
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seeds and separately analyzed five wild populations of

late greenhouse seed, and six populations of early field

seed. We tested the effects of removal date, replication

within removal date, wild population, hybridization,

and the interaction between population and hybrid-

ization on seed status.

The second analysis of the field data investigated the

effect of different crop lines on the germination,

dormancy, and death of hybrid seeds again by seed

source. Due to irregularities in the structure of the data

including empty and zero-value cells, the Wyoming II

and Idaho populations were excluded. Thus, the analysis

of late greenhouse seeds employed three populations,

and the early field seed analysis included four. In this

case, we evaluated the effects of removal date, repli-

cation within removal date, wild population, crop line,

and the interaction between population and crop line on

seed status using the conventional, SU-R, and IMI-R

hybrid seeds.

RESULTS

Differences between hybrids and wilds

In the laboratory, germination of hybrid seeds

exceeded that of wilds (65% and 34%, respectively;

Fig. 1a). A greater percentage of wild than hybrid seeds

remained dormant (58% and 27%), and similar and low

percentages of wild and hybrid seeds died. Overall, the

effect of hybridization on seed behavior was strong

(Table 2). In the field, analysis of the conventional

hybrids and wilds also revealed that there was higher

germination in hybrids than wilds (Fig. 1b, c). This

effect appeared to be stronger in the seeds produced in

the greenhouse than in those produced in the field,

although it was significant in both (Table 3). In the field,

wild seeds produced in the greenhouse had 34%

germination as compared to 73% germination by those

produced in the field. Levels of germination were similar

in hybrids produced in the greenhouse and the field (91%

and 90%, respectively). Mortality was slightly higher for

wilds than for hybrids tested in the field (Fig. 1b, c).

Variance among wild populations in differences

between hybrids and wilds

Wild populations tested in the laboratory varied in

their germination behavior and also in the increase in

germination of hybrid over wild seeds (Table 2; Fig. 2a–

c). Wild seeds from Washington had high germination

(laboratory, 82%; field, field produced, 94%). In the field

(with greenhouse-produced seeds), Idaho wilds also had

high germination (43%), and Minnesota wilds had low

germination (25%). Among hybrids, those from Minne-

sota parents germinated most readily (laboratory, 85%;

field, greenhouse produced, 95%), whereas those from

Idaho had the lowest germination in the field (green-

house produced, 84%; field produced, 78%); Montana

hybrids germinated least in the laboratory (30%).

FIG. 1. Probability that sunflower seeds germinated, were
dormant, or died (a) in laboratory experiments and (b, c) in
field experiments; panel (b) presents data from greenhouse-
produced seeds, and panel (c) from field-produced seeds. Values
are observed probabilities from CATMOD analysis of wild,
conventional crop–wild hybrid, and conventional crop seeds.
The number of populations used to estimate hybrid and wild
values varied: (a) eight, (b) five, and (c) six.

TABLE 2. Chi-square table of a multinomial regression of
sunflower seed germination, dormancy, and death in the
laboratory, 2002.

Source df v2 P

Intercept 2 131.84 ,0.0001***
Replication 4 3.26 0.5155 NS

Population 14 125.18 ,0.0001***
Hybridization 2 91.02 ,0.0001***
Pop. 3 Hybrid 14 42.81 ,0.0001***

Note: Maximum-likelihood analysis included crop–wild
hybrid and wild seed from eight populations from the early-
field seed source.

***P , 0.001; NS, not significant.
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In 16 of the 19 experimental combinations, hybrids

germinated more readily than wilds; however, the degree

of difference varied by population and seed source (Fig.

2). In the laboratory experiment, hybrids from all

populations had higher germination than the wilds

(Fig. 2a), except Washington where wild and hybrid

germination were both high. With greenhouse-produced

seed, hybridization also strongly enhanced germination

in the field for all populations (Fig. 2b). By contrast,

with the field-produced seed, only four of the six

populations tested in the field followed the pattern of

higher germination in the hybrids (although the differ-

ence between Washington wilds and hybrids was

negligible; Fig. 2c). There were no differences between

hybrids and wilds from Iowa, and wild seed germinated

more readily than the hybrid seed in the Idaho

population. Increases in germination due to hybrid-

ization were greatest for the Minnesota and Wyoming II

populations in the laboratory and in the field (within the

greenhouse-produced seed), and for Montana (in the

field-produced seed). The effects of hybridization, wild

population, and the interaction of the two were all

highly significant for both seed sources (Table 3).

Relative germination of wild and hybrid seeds varied

widely across populations, experiments, and seed

sources (Table 4). In the laboratory, the relative

germination of wild seeds ranged from 0.11 in the

Montana population to 1.21 in the Washington pop-

ulation. In the field experiment, the relative germination

of wild seeds produced in the greenhouse ranged from

0.26 (Minnesota) to 0.51 (Idaho), while that for the field-

produced seeds was 0.60 (Montana) to 1.12 (Idaho).

Values of relative germination were most similar

between the laboratory experiment and the green-

house-produced seed in the field, while the field tested,

field-produced seeds had higher relative germination of

wild and hybrid seeds.

Variation among hybrids from three crop lines

The analysis of the three hybrids from different crop

lines revealed variability in germination due to crop line

(Table 5). Differences among populations for seed

germination, dormancy, and death, and variability

among populations for the ranks of, or differences

between, hybrids were also present (Table 5). For the

greenhouse-produced seeds, the conventional hybrid

had the highest overall germination (91%), while the

SU-R hybrid germinated least readily (75%). By

contrast, among field-produced seeds, the SU-R hybrid

had the greatest germination (92%) and the IMI-R

hybrid had the lowest (75%). Among the populations

with field-produced seed, the SU-R hybrid trended

toward having the highest germination in four of six

populations (Fig. 3b). Ranking of the three hybrids

varied considerably across populations (Fig. 3a, b).

Overall, there was no pattern of hybridization with a

given crop line inducing higher germination than any

other across all populations and seed sources.

DISCUSSION

This is the first study to investigate the effects of crop–

wild gene flow on germination in a wide diversity of

genetic backgrounds. We uncovered consistent increases

in germination due to hybridization, highly significant

variability among wild populations for absolute levels of

wild and hybrid germination, and variability in the

germination of wild seeds relative to hybrid. By testing

our wild and hybrid seed in the laboratory and the field,

we found complex responses to environment and seed

source. However, despite these complexities, key gen-

eralizations emerged.

Differences between hybrid and wild seeds

In both the field and the laboratory experiments,

crop–wild hybrid seeds showed higher germination and

lower dormancy than the wild seeds (Fig. 1). The wild

and hybrid seeds experienced lower mortality than the

crop seed, but the crop seed that survived the winter did

germinate. It appeared that hybrids show an intermedi-

ate germination behavior: they overwintered with high

survival like the wild seeds, but germinated readily like

the crop seeds. However, the degree of difference

TABLE 3. Chi-square table of a multinomial regression of sunflower seed germination, dormancy, and death in the field
experiment, 2002–2003.

Source

MN, SD, WY I, WY II, ID (greenhouse) IA, WY II, ID, ND, MT, WA (field)

df v2 P df v2 P

Intercept 2 398.59 ,0.0001*** 2 743.78 ,0.0001***
Removal date 8 29.83 0.0002*** 8 24.30 0.0020**
Replication(Date) 20 31.81 0.0454* 20 30.81 0.0578�
Population 8 25.26 0.0014*** 10 72.95 ,0.0001***
Hybridization 2 253.78 ,0.0001*** 2 37.55 ,0.0001***
Pop. 3 Hybrid 8 26.51 0.0009*** 10 81.71 ,0.0001***

Notes: Maximum-likelihood analysis included conventional crop–wild hybrid and wild seed from the late greenhouse (five
populations) and early field (six populations) seed sources. The full analysis was also run with Population3Seed and Population3
Hybrid 3 Seed in the model. Not withstanding structural problems with the model, the results indicated nonsignificant effects for
both terms. Key to abbreviations: MN, Minnesota; SD, South Dakota; WY I, Wyoming I; WY II, Wyoming II; ID, Idaho; IA,
Iowa; ND, North Dakota; MT, Montana; WA, Washington.

*P , 0.05; **P , 0.01; ***P , 0.001; �0.05 , P , 0.10.
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between the hybrid and wild seed behavior varied

among testing environments and seed sources.

The germination of crop–wild hybrids of canola

(Adler et al. 1993, Landbo and Jorgensen 1997),

sunflower (Snow et al. 1998), and rice (Song et al.

2004) has been assessed and compared to that of their

crop and wild parents. In most cases, the germination of

the crop was high, that of the wild was lower, and the

germination of the hybrid was intermediate. Although

the maternal parent and its environment are known to

exert a strong influence on germination (Roach and

Wulff 1987, Platenkamp and Shaw 1993), nevertheless,

the paternal parent can also influence germination via its

genetic contribution to the embryo and endosperm

(Antonovics and Schmitt 1986, Girard 1990). Accord-

ingly, in sunflower, rice, and canola, hybrid germination

was strongly influenced by the paternal crop parent

(Landbo and Jorgensen 1997, Snow et al. 1998, Song et

al. 2004). Snow et al. (1998) saw an increase in

germinability of wild3 crop sunflower seed as compared

to wild seed in two of the three populations studied.

Only the wild population with high germination did not

experience an increase in germination with hybrid-

ization. Similarly, in work on wild 3 crop interspecific

hybrids in canola (Brassica rapa 3 B. napus, Linder

1998; B. campestris 3 B. napus, Landbo and Jorgensen

1997), hybrids germinated much more readily than their

wild parent. Conversely, Adler et al. (1993) reported a

strong effect of the maternal parent type on the

germination requirements of their reciprocal crop–wild

intraspecific hybrids (both B. rapa).

Variance among wild populations in differences

between hybrids and wilds

Hybridization consistently enhanced germination

across the wild maternal populations assayed here

(Fig. 2); however, the absolute proportion of germinated

wild and hybrid seed varied by population, especially in

the laboratory experiment. In the field, the germination

of the hybrids was more consistently high across

populations. Differences between the germination of

wild and hybrid seed varied across populations as well.

Other studies have found variability among popula-

tions for germinability (Cruden 1974, Olivieri and Jain

1978, Jain 1982), characteristics related to germination

(Linder 2000), or responses to cues needed for germina-

tion (Adler et al. 1993). Cruden (1974) found adaptive

differentiation in germinability of Nemophila seeds from

various populations resulting from differences in local

FIG. 2. Probability of germination of crop–wild hybrid and
wild sunflower seeds (a) in the laboratory and (b, c) in the field;
panels (a) and (c) present data from field-produced seeds, and
panel (b) from greenhouse-produced seeds. Values are observed
probabilities from CATMOD analysis of wild and conventional
hybrid seeds. The number of populations used varied: (a) eight,
(b) five, and (c) six. Error bars are þ SE. A key to state
abbreviations is given in Table 3 notes.

TABLE 4. Relative germination of wild and crop–wild hybrid
sunflower seeds in laboratory and field experiments for field-
produced and greenhouse-produced seed sources.

Wild population

Relative germination (wild/hybrid)�

Field source,
laboratory

test

Greenhouse
source,
field test

Field source,
field test

Minnesota 0.49 0.26 - -
South Dakota 0.55 0.41 - -
Wyoming I - - 0.42 - -
Iowa 0.26 - - 1.01
Wyoming II 0.23 0.26 0.76
Idaho 0.39 0.51 1.12
North Dakota 0.64 - - 0.71
Montana 0.11 - - 0.60
Washington 1.20 - - 0.95

�Relative germination is that proportion of wild seed
germinated/proportion of hybrid seed germinated. Hyphens
represent possible crosses that were not evaluated.
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temperature. Agricultural and nonagricultural popula-

tions of B. rapa were shown to differ in their sensitivity

to ecologically relevant cues, such as nutrients, cold

stratification, and light quality and quantity (Adler et al.

1993). Linder (2000) found latitudinal and altitudinal

differences among H. annuus populations for fatty acid

concentrations that correlated to differences in the

temperature requirements for germination. Differences

among our USDA wild sunflower accessions, which

originated from geographically distant roadsides with

different temperature and moisture regimes, may reflect
adaptively important variation, or random population

differentiation.

Variation among hybrids from three crop lines

Variability among sunflower hybrids from the three
crop lines was inconsistent among populations (Fig. 3).

We expected higher germination in the herbicide-

resistant lines for two reasons. First, ALS resistance

(such as sulfonylurea and imidazolinone resistance) has
been shown to decrease time to germination and total

germination in kochia (Dyer et al. 1993, Thompson et al.

1994), lettuce (Eberlein et al. 1999), and downy brome

(Park et al. 2004) at some temperatures. Second, due to

their fatty acid composition, SU-R hybrid seed could be
expected to have different germination characteristics

than seeds from the other two hybrids. All three crop

lines were bred for oil production, but the recurrent

parent for the SU-R inbred had high oleic acid content

(Nu-sun variety). Altered fatty acid concentration can
influence germination (Linder 2000), as seen in high

laureate crop–wild canola hybrids that germinated

earlier than their normal oil counterparts (Linder and

Schmitt 1995, Linder 1998) but had the same overall

germination. The sunflower hybrids studied here should
be used to investigate not only overall germination, but

also timing of germination since both the fatty acid

content and the ALS resistance could differentiate their

germination timing with important consequences for
population dynamics, and ultimately, crop gene intro-

gression.

Effects of seed source and experiment

The differences observed between greenhouse and
field-produced seeds could be due to the effect of the

environment in which they were produced. Differences

in the temperature (Drew and Brocklehurst 1990), light,

and humidity, or the amount of time seeds remain on the

maternal plant (Seiler 1998) can influence their responses

TABLE 5. Chi-square tables of multinomial regression of sunflower seed germination, dormancy, and death from the field
experiment, 2003.

Source

MN, SD, WY I (greenhouse) IA, ND, MT, WA (field)

df v2 P df v2 P

Intercept 2 1136.97 ,0.0001*** 2 1177.45 ,0.0001***
Removal date 8 30.06 0.0002*** 8 24.43 0.0019**
Replication(Date) 20 33.23 0.0318* 20 17.07 0.6482 NS

Population 4 16.90 0.0020** 6 66.82 ,0.0001***
Crop Line 4 73.60 ,0.0001*** 4 47.70 ,0.0001***
Population 3 Crop 8 17.02 0.0299* 12 30.06 0.0027**

Notes: Maximum-likelihood analyses included only crop–wild hybrid seeds from the late greenhouse (three populations) and
early field (four populations) seed sources. WY II and ID were left out of these analyses due to cells with zero values. A key to state
abbreviations is given in Table 3 notes.

*P , 0.05; **P , 0.01; ***P , 0.001; NS, not significant.

FIG. 3. Probability of germination of crop–wild hybrid
sunflower seeds from three crop lines in the field; panel (a)
presents data from greenhouse-produced seeds, and panel (b)
from field-produced seeds. Values are observed probabilities
fromCATMODanalysis of hybrid seeds.Distribution of hybrids
across populations was governed by seed availability. Error bars
areþSE. A key to state abbreviations is given in Table 3 notes.
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to germination cues. Both greenhouse and field-pro-

duced seed matured completely before harvest, but the

environment and day length during maturation differed

across environments. The elevated temperature and

humidity, and the equal night and day lengths in the

greenhouse could have increased dormancy in the wild

seeds as compared to wild seeds produced in the field.

Likewise, differences in experimental conditions

altered the responses of some seeds from the same

source. In comparisons of field-produced seeds across

the two experiments, half of the populations assayed in

the field show the same patterns of germination as in the

laboratory; for half of the populations, the pattern

differed. In the laboratory, seeds underwent a 25-day

48C stratification period and were germinated with

illuminated days. In the field, the five-month over-

wintering period was longer; seeds germinated under

15.2 cm of soil; and they experienced more moisture and

temperature fluctuations during the early spring thaw.

The germination behavior of some populations may

have been especially sensitive to these differences in

conditions. Notwithstanding the considerable variation

in germination patterns of seeds produced and tested

under different conditions, the main findings clearly

evidence increased germination in hybrids and effects of

the genetic background of the wild populations and crop

lines on germination.

Implications for the consequences of gene flow

Stable introgression of crop alleles into wild popula-

tions has been well documented (Whitton et al. 1997,

Linder et al. 1998) even though some crop character-

istics, such as reduced dormancy, are thought to have

negative fitness effects in wild settings (Stewart et al.

2003). Such presumably maladaptive characteristics,

though expected to be rapidly lost from the population,

are clearly not major barriers to introgression of other

crop alleles. Linder et al. (1998) found cultivar-specific

markers in all wild sunflowers sampled near farm fields

with long histories of sunflower cultivation. But levels of

introgression of the 18 markers varied. Some markers

were found in 3% of the individuals, others in 66%.

The consequences of changes in germination for crop

allele introgression and seed bank dynamics have been

discussed elsewhere (Adler et al. 1993, Landbo and

Jorgensen 1997, Linder 1998), but deserve further

attention. Because hybrids that respond adaptively to

environmental cues are more likely to survive and

reproduce, crop–wild hybrid seeds that more closely

resemble their wild parents in germination behavior are

thought to have a better chance of producing hybrid

plants that survive and backcross within wild popula-

tions (Adler et al. 1993, Landbo and Jorgensen 1997). In

essence, by matching the germination behavior of wilds

in the seedbank, hybrids may persist and extend the

number of years that they germinate into the randomly

mating population.

Although this is sound reasoning, it could be argued

that we are more concerned with the ways that the

seedbank dynamics of crop–wild hybrids affect crop

gene introgression than in the persistence of first

generation hybrids themselves. Even if their germination

behavior had some negative fitness consequences,

surviving plants could still mediate the introgression of

crop genes into wild populations via backcrossing with

wild plants as either pollen donors or recipients (Landbo

and Jorgensen 1997). In this case, it should be

emphasized that increased hybrid germination could,

in fact, hasten crop allele introgression by two related

mechanisms. First, the higher proportion of hybrid

plants resident in a population than would be expected

from levels of gene flow alone could accelerate the speed

at which crop genes enter into the population. Second,

decreasing seed dormancy has been shown to increase

the rate of evolution at loci unrelated to dormancy

(Templeton and Levin 1979). As backcrossing and

recombination proceed, alleles with negative effects on

fitness would tend to disappear, while crop genes or

chromosomal segments with negligible or positive effects

on plant fitness should be maintained. Thus, whereas

persistence of the hybrids, per se, may depend on wild-

like dormancy, the rate of introgression of crop genes

should be enhanced by direct germination.

The range of values of relative germination of wild

and hybrid seeds calculated here illustrates the variation

we might expect in numbers of seedlings of each type

growing in a hybridizing field population the year after a

gene flow event. Such variability indicates that crop gene

introgression may proceed more or less rapidly in

different wild populations. This is reinforced by

Templeton and Levin’s (1979) prediction that species

(or populations) that differ in seed viability, yearly

germination probabilities, and seed production also

differ in their rates of evolutionary change. We can use

the conservative, but most realistic, range of relative

germination of wild and hybrid seeds noted in the field

using field-produced seed to clarify this effect. Where

there are especially low relative germination estimates,

such as that in the Montana population (0.60), it is

possible that a disproportionately large number of

hybrids could be found growing in a wild sunflower

population as compared to the number of hybrid seeds

produced, since a greater proportion of the hybrids will

germinate. Where relative germination values are high

(Idaho, 1.12), the wilds should predominate. In this way,

populations with low relative germination of wilds and

hybrids are those most at risk for crop gene (including

transgene) introgression.

Our relative germination estimates may not precisely

predict ratios of hybrids and wilds in the next

generation. First, the size of the resident wild seedbank

could decrease the prominence of the hybrids in the

hybridizing population. Second, depending on the

ability of sunflower crop–wild hybrid seed to respond

to reliable germination cues, they could germinate early
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and suffer damage from environmental variability.

Alternatively, crop gene introgression could also be

enhanced if interactions between crop–wild hybrid and

wild plants benefited the hybrids. Preliminary results

from our laboratory indicate earlier germination of

crop–wild hybrids as compared to the wilds (data not

shown). This, combined with their greater early growth

in the field (Mercer 2005), point to the potential that

crop–wild hybrid germination timing and early growth

could influence the relative fitness of hybrids and wilds

in mixed stands. This potential reduction in the

documented hybrid fitness disadvantage is under inves-

tigation in our laboratory.
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